
$6,200,000 - 2 Sixpence Way, Coronado
MLS® #PTP2401100

$6,200,000
5 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 4,157 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Coronado, CA

Welcome to luxury living at its finest in
Coronado Cays! This custom-built property
offers an unparalleled waterfront lifestyle with
breathtaking amenities and stunning views.
Boasting 5 spacious bedrooms, including a
lavish owner's suite on the top floor. Home is
equipped with elevator access to all 3 levels
and exudes comfort and elegance. Walking
through you will discover a chef's dream
kitchen, meticulously designed with high-end
finishes and top-of-the-line appliances.
Entertain guests in style with a dedicated
game room and a grand living room area
adorned with large windows offering
panoramic views of the water. Experience true
outdoor bliss in the outdoor pool perfect for
soaking in the sun or hosting unforgettable
gatherings. Additionally, the backyard features
a large dock, providing convenient access for
your yacht and water sports toys. Imagine
parking your boat just steps away from your
back door!. The ground floor showcases three
generously sized bedrooms, each equipped
with its own private bath, offering utmost
privacy and convenience for guests or family
members. Furthermore, this residence offers
ample parking with a tandem garage capable
of accommodating four cars, ensuring that
every vehicle has its place. Indulge in the
ultimate waterfront lifestyle in this impeccable
Coronado Cays home, where luxury and
comfort converge seamlessly. Don't miss this
opportunity to own a slice of paradise in one of
the most prestigious communities San Diego



has to offer.

Built in 2000

Additional Information

City Coronado

County San Diego

Zip 92118

MLS® # PTP2401100

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 4,157

Lot Size 0.11

Neighborhood CORONADO (92118)

Garages 4

Listing Details

Provided By: Ilko Realty
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